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abstract

in an interdisciplinary team consisting of me Jaan 
selg, industrial designer and Jessica dahlkvist, 
design engineer we have made a proposal for a 
portable air condition for Electrolux.

We will make a proposal for a portable air 
condition that uses existing technology. We will 
also consider found opportunities according to 
user insight.

the aim of our degree project is to deliver a 
proposal to Electrolux of a product that will work 
as a basis for a possible future product. 

This paper addresses the process and final 
proposal of my twenty weeks of Master degree 
work at Konstfack university college of arts, 
crafts and design. 

the project resulted in a portable air conditioner 
that challenges the way we look at portable air 
conditions today. 
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together with Electrolux and Jessica dahlkvist 
from Kth, i will explore the possible opportunities 
in portable air conditioning (ac). Electrolux sees 
an opportunity to do something new in this 
product segment, that is very uniform in terms of 
usability and looks.

I will make a proposal for a portable air conditioner 
that uses existing technology. I will also consider 
found opportunities according to user insight.

Electrolux sees this project as an exploratory 
basis for a possible future product. The final 
proposal that we will present is intended for the 
European and us markets. the goal is to compete 
with other portable ac’s.

this project is a collaboration between me,  
Jessica and Electrolux.  since me and Jessica 
have different backgrounds we will divide the 
work and focus on different parts. i will focus 
more on the exterior part of the ac since i’m 
an industrial designer. Jessica, that is a design 
engineer will focus more on the technical aspects   
of the project. Martin from Electrolux will be the 
tutor for both of us. his position at Electrolux is 
design director for the home comfort segment. 
they design all the air and water products 
Electrolux have. 

assignment

the cooperation
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Electrolux is a global leader in household 
appliances and appliances for professional 
use, selling more than 40 million products to 
customers in more than 150 markets every year.

the company focuses on innovations that are 
thoughtfully designed, based on extensive 
consumer insight, to meet the real needs of 
consumers and professionals.

Electrolux products include refrigerators, 
dishwashers, washing machines, vacuum 
cleaners, cookers and air-conditioners sold 
under esteemed brands such as Electrolux, aEg, 
Eureka and Frigidaire.

so why would you need an air condition and 
who uses it? in sweden air conditioners are not 
as common as in warmer parts of the world. in 
those areas, ac’s are a necessity for daily life. it’s 
a guarantee for a comfortable indoor climate.
what is good about portable ac’s is that you can 
just take it away when you don’t have a need for it 
anymore. For example here in sweden, you might 
only use it for some months and then store it 
away.

a portable ac suits people that rent their house 
or apartment, meaning they can’t do a permanent 
installation of an ac. some people don’t want to 
install a big ac that will be there all the time both 
inside a room and on the outside on the facade. 
it’s a cosmetic issue.
some smaller stores and restaurants might want 

to bring a portable ac up in their space when the 
heat get’s to intense.
people with small children might also consider a 
portable ac if it get’s too hot inside. people with 
medical issues, elderly or others that are extra 
sensitive to heat should consider using an ac.  

Electrolux

why an ac and for whom?
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ways of working

ExplorationsphasE 1

phasE 2

phasE 3

prototyping

Final proposal

ideate 
sketch

test &
observe

identify
improvements

build 
prototype
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this project will be divided into three parts, 
where the first phase is to gather knowledge 
about the product. i will start this part of the 
project by myself since Jessicas degree work 
starts a bit later than mine. 

i will gather this knowledge by reading reports 
that Electrolux have done in australia, conducting 
interviews with people owning portable ac’s and 
also possible customers. 

to get more input i will also do interviews myself, 
with people that have been using ac’s but also 
with people that have no prior experience of 
these kind of products.

Since it is quite hard to find people to interview 
here in sweden that have experience of portable 
ac’s we will also send out a questionnaire to 
people that Jessica know in the us. this will 
hopefully add more input to our interviews. 

we will also arrange a workshop to broaden our 
ideas and get input from other people. Me and 
Jessica have an idea of doing a workshop that is 
based on the same type of interdisciplinary work 
that we are doing. this would mean inviting both 
industrial design students from Konstfack and 
also design engineer students from Kth.  we will 
form mixed groups that will work around a topic 
that we have decided. 

the second phase is to prototype and explore a 
wide range of possible concepts that are based 
on the knowledge we gathered in the previous 
step. i will use a similar method to the one shown 
to the left. (Prototyping by Bjarki Hallgrimsson)
It is based on a workflow that explores and 
refines the product every time you go through 
the cycle.

here we will do scale 1:1 work to get a better 
understanding of the form and also to make 
sure that the technical platform that Jessica will 
design actually will fit inside. 
From previous experience I find it very helpful to 
start sketching in real scale in an early stage of 

the project. this also helps when you want to try 
your designs in the right context. 
i was inspired by the chapter “Maquette and 
model-making” in tim parsons book “Thinking: 
Objects, Contemporary approaches to product 
design” where he argues about the importance 
of doing scale 1:1 explorations of your designs. 
it’s important to conduct this type of work so 
you don’t just rely on the computer when working 
with form. You need to see it in real life and in a 
context to see if your ideas work. 

The third and last phase is to create the final 
proposal. included in this is also building a 
presentation model that will be exhibited at 
Konstfack. this model will also be used for 
presentations at Electrolux. 
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today there are a few different solutions if you 
want to cool down a room with an ac unit. 

1. split ac
the split ac is mounted in a room and needs to 
be connected to a fan that transports the hot air 
out. the fan is mounted outdoors, on the facade 
of the house.

2. window ac
a window ac is mounted directly inside a window. 
half the unit is inside the room and the other half 
is outdoors, allowing hot air to go outside. 

3. lcac (light commercial ac)
a lcac is an integrated solution in a home or a 
business (usually mounted in the ceiling). it is 
a bit more discrete but needs a system in the 
ceiling for transporting air to the air pump that 
leads the hot air outside. 

4. portable ac (what i will work with)
a portable ac is a freestanding unit that can 
be moved around and needs no permanent 
installation. when not needed, it can be stored 
away. the unit needs a hose that can lead the hot 
air outside. this is usually connected through a 
window. 
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Existing products today
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when looking at existing portable ac’s i found 
that there is not such a big diversity among them.   
they all seem to be based on a boxy shape, that 
usually is made out of white plastic. an air outlet 
is then placed on the top of the product.

there are several brands manufacturing 
portable ac’s. the most known are delonghi, gE, 
Kenmore, whirlpool, lg, honeywell and sharp.  
Electrolux manufacture portable ac’s under the 
name “Frigidaire”.

some have wheels, to make them easier to move 
around, and some have feet to raise them from 
the ground a bit. 

on some of the products you can adjust the air 
outlet and direct the air flow. Some have a fixed 
vent.

they are all about the same size and have 
proportions that are similar. a height of about 
800mm and a weight of around 30kg are common 
figures.

price is usually based on what capacity the ac 
has. so an ac with more cooling power, that 
can cool down a larger room  is therefore priced 
higher than a weaker one.   

the main problem i see if doing an overview of the 
products is that they have a look that does not 
fit in into a typical room. They look like medical 
equipment with a solid and very heavy look. 

the two ac’s that have been circled are from the 
Electrolux owned brand Frigidaire.
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“Why do you need to let the hot air out?”

according to the laws of thermodynamics, energy 
can not disappear. it is just transferred from one 
state to another.
in the example to the left you have a hot   medium 
that is travelling through an evaporator, making 
the medium colder. 
the energy that was in the hot medium can’t just 
disappear, it needs to go somewhere. in this case 
the energy is in the form of heat.

that heat needs to go somewhere, otherwise 
cooling the room would be useless if adding heat 
simultaneously  as adding cold air. 

therefore you need to take the heat outside of 
the area you want to cool down. that is why you 
need the hot air outlet and hose!
_

an ac works as pictured to the left. 
hot air from the room is pumped into the 
evaporator, cooling it down and blowing it out 
again. the temperature in the room will decrease.

the condenser, that is connected to the 
evaporator will take care of the heat from the 
air that is pumped in. another fan will blow the 
hot air out from the unit, through a hose that 
is passed through a window. the compressor 
pumps refrigerant trough both the evaporator 
and condenser, making sure that the heat is 
transported away properly.

condensation is created from the condenser 
when the heat is transported away. this 
condensation is either transported away trough 
a hose, collected in a collecting box or self-
evaporated in the air.
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to start the project off i read several reports that 
Electrolux had done regarding portable ac’s.  
they were mainly based on qualitative research 
that was done outside of sweden, interviewing 
stakeholders about their needs, expectations 
and how they use their portable ac’s. below is a 
summary of the research with key points that i 
found interesting. 

What is the user expecting?

•  Portable by definition – they expect to   
 be able to move it around easily
•  Quick cooling of the room
•  Quiet
•  Looks, should work together with other  
 furnishings
•  Price –not too expensive
• Not need to empty it from water
•  Not too big

“Must haves”

•  Really be able to cool
•  Be quiet
•  Remote control
•  Stylish –less boxy appearance
•  Several different sizes according to   
 need
•  Not too big
•  Not too high energy consumption
•  Easy to install
•  Several speed settings for the fan
•  Energy Star labelling
•  Easy access to the filter when it needs   
 to be cleaned
•  Energy saving function during night time

What some people want

•  To be able to control the AC via WIFI 

•  The possibility to use it as a heater as   
 well 
•  Air purifying filter

Problems

•  The noise level is too high – you should  
 be able to sleep with it in the    
 same room
•  Hard to install the hot air outlet to a   
 balcony  door
•  Looks dated in its appearance – it needs  
 to fit in with other furnishings in your   
 home
•  People tend to not know that a hose   
 needs to  be connected to the ac
•  Simplify storage of the AC – maybe   
 under the bed?
•  The hose is too big
•  The AC is too heavy
•  The AC is too big/wide
•  It’s hard to move the AC around

Suggestions

•  Less wide so it can fit between furniture
•  The ventilation outlet could be done in   
 one piece – 
 less fragile and better quality feel
•  Don’t use a double hose solution
•  Simple control panel – just basic   
 features
•  Indicate when the filter needs to be   
 cleaned
•  Expected price range is 400-800$
•  Sufficient length of the ventilation   
 outlet
•  A stronger connection to the hose so   
 it don’t falls off when moving 
 the unit around
•  Lighter so it gets more mobile
•  Have different colours to blend in with   
 other furniture

summary of research reports
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•  Make the window mounting for the hose  
 transparent
•  Make it self-evaporating
•  The hose could be mounted vertically so  
 the whole ac can be placed closer to the  
 wall
•  The possibility to also use the AC to heat  
 is a feature liked by some, for others it is  
 not necessary at all
•  People want to save money and   
 therefore they  shut the ac off when it   
 is not needed

Why people bought the AC

•  The main reason for people buying   
 portables is to get relief from the heat
•  Another reason is to be able to move it   
 around  in different rooms
•  Way too hot inside
•  To be able to sleep at all
•  Felt sick because of the heat
•  To cool down elderly people that are   
 sensitive
•  Can’t have it too hot inside because of   
 health reasons
•  Small children can’t take the heat
•  Some people don’t want to install a   
 split ac because it affects 
 the visual appearance of the 
 house, both indoors and outdoors  
•  The portables are a cheaper options   
 than split ac’s

Behaviours

•  People that are renters usually tend to   
 buy portables
•  Small offices and restaurants are also   
    possible customers
•  People who move around a lot are too
•  More than 2/3 take away and store their  
 ac during winter

•  Average use is about 3 months per year
•  Just 10% move around their portable AC
•  Lots of users are energy conscious and  
 adjust their ac thereafter
•  Energy saving features are being used   
    diligently by those who have them
•  Ranking of features when buying a   
 portable ac:

 1. durability
 2. price
 3. Energy effectiveness
 4. level of sound

•  If the product has a remote, it is being   
 used frequently
•  The fan speed setting is also used a lot
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to get input from other people about portable 
ac’s as well, i interviewed stakeholders to get 
more input.
_

Interview with Anna, Interior architect

i asked anna about what type of expression that 
would be suitable for a portable ac and got some 
ideas.

what she thought of spontaneously when she 
looked at an ac was that it should just blend 
in and have a very abstract form, in order to be 
more of a function, than to be visible. the form 
could be very simple with straight shapes in 
monochrome colour, but with carefully designed 
details that don’t stand out too much. it should 
be simple to use with an easily understandable 
user interface. Maybe it could even be built into 
a fixed storage?

on the other hand, the ac could be a statement. 
being something that is more visible and work as 
a  decoration, bringing more attention to it. For 
example a subtle relief pattern on the front could  
work. 

One final option could be to do these two different 
versions and then merge them together to a final 
product.

when the product is placed in it’s context, 
the question is how it could interact with that 
environment. Maybe it could be flexible, hang 
or that you should be able to lay it aside. to do 
something that is simple usually works.
 

Interview with salesperson, Luftmiljöbutiken

i visited a store in stockholm that specializes on 
air products, such as portable ac’s and asked a 
few questions. 

the sales person said that they sell quite a lot of 
portable ac’s during summer, if it is hot outside. 
the sales are closely linked to weather. 

if the hot air outlet is longer than 1.5 meters, 
the ac gets overloaded, and the lifetime of the 
machine is shortened. that is something to have 
in mind when looking at the hose. 

some buyers don’t want a heating function on 
their ac’s. they believe that the ac is too big to 
have in the room all year around. Maybe if doing 
the unit smaller, adding a heating function could 
work?

the smallest portable ac they had in the store 
could cool down 20-25sqm. i’m thinking that 
is usually the biggest size for a room, and that 
capacity should be enough for a general usage.

interviews

“It should just blend in and have a very 

abstract form”
“They believe that the AC is too big to 

have in the room all year around”
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Interview with Amyel 

amyel has experience with ac’s from living in 
both the philippines, san Francisco and the 
desert areas of new Mexico. 

amyel says that probably almost all middle class 
families in the philippines own an ac unit of 
some kind and that they are really important for 
the daily life there. 

He finds the portability factor good since it 
enables you to use the ac in different rooms. but 
as of today he is sceptical towards if he would 
move it around that much. this is because of 
the hot air hose that needs to be set up again. 
he thinks that he would only use the ac in his 
bedroom during night. amyel had an idea of 
leading down the hot air in the basement or 
maybe let it go out through the sewage. 

overall he thinks the portable ac’s look too 
medical in their expression. they don’t look like 
what they are built for as he says.  he thinks 
that power for cooling down around 10-15 sqm 
should be enough. that would also make the 
unit smaller, which he thinks is important. then 
it would be easier to place it in a room and also 
to store, under a bed or in the basement for 
example. the sound level would also be needed 
to be decreased, maybe adding insulation would 
solve it? He finds adding a humidifier or air 
purifier feature to the AC unnecessary. He thinks 
that the indoor air is bad as it is, so it’s no use 
of cleaning it. although he thinks that adding a 
heater functionality to the ac is a good idea. he 
reflects on when he lived in New Mexico, then 
the days were really hot but the nights got cold. 
a drop of 10°c was common. then the heating 
feature would come in handy. 

amyel says that in the philippines, the split 
ac’s are everywhere and are “so ugly”. they ruin 
the aesthetics of houses in general, with all the 
ventilation units mounted on the facades. the 
portable ac is then a better choice, because no 
outside unit is needed. 

Interview with Vivi

vivi is originally from greece, where people use 
ac’s a lot. she says that during July and august 
the ac is a must, especially in athens where she 
is from. there the air is more stagnant and warm.

during that period it’s common that you never 
shut the ac down because of the heat. 
we also discussed how it could be possible to 
mount the hot air hose to a window. she says that 
it’s common in greece to have both a window that 
can open vertically and the type that opens when 
you drag it up. therefore it’s important to do a 
solution that can fit several types of windows. 

one idea vivi had was that the connection to 
the window could be a soft screen that could be 
dragged down, almost as a blind. 
another idea she had was that the ac could be 
more of a multifunctional piece, for example both 
a table and an ac. she also thought it should have 
a more integrated feel and to be more human in 
it’s appearance. 

also regarding appearance, she thought that 
a tall and thin product would work nicely since 
you could be able to have it in a corner and that 
it would blend in with other furniture in the room 
as well.  it would be more discreet. 

when we talked about adding heating to the 
ac she thought that it would be good for some 
cases. it’s good that it’s powered by electricity 
and not petrol that is expensive. it is also easy to 
use if you just want to heat a room for a limited 
time. but she is not sure how often she would use 
it though. 

regarding the portability aspects of the ac 
vivi thought that she would move it around for 
example when she is going to her summer house. 
then she would bring it with her, allowing her to 
just own one ac, and that would save her money. 

“It’s so ugly!” “In July and August it’s necessary to use 

it to be able to sleep”
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the scenarios are created to act as examples of 
usage. they could later be implemented in the 
concept development.

1.

this scenario is based on an article that i read 
at wired.com, regarding “the internet of things is 
Finally talking”. it’s about a guy who notices that 
his cat suffers from the heat during summer. he 
wanted to be able to start his fan at home from a 
distance to cool the cat down. 

so what he did was that he bought a wiFi 
controller that could turn on an outlet remotely. 
he then generated a script from a free website 
that was monitoring a weather channel. so when 
the weather got warmer, the fan turned itself on 
and cooled the house down.  

“this entire thing,” he says, “revolves around a 
17-year-old cat.”

this scenario got me thinking about adding 
wiFi connectability for the portable ac, making 
it possible to start and stop the unit from a 
distance.

2.

the second scenario is based on a story about 
the owner of a portable ac. when it became 
colder outside, the ac could be stored away. she 
dragged it up to her attic...

when it turned warm again she never went up to 
her attic to get the ac. and when we asked why, 
she said that it was because once you get it up, 
you don’t take it down since it’s so heavy (around 
30kg). it is too much of a hassle. and she also 
liked not to have it in her apartment since she 
thought it was so ugly. 

so she would have way too hot inside her 
apartment that’s facing south, rather than going 
up to the attic and bring the ac down again... 

23



how often do you move the ac around?

never

seldom

Many times per use

average size of the survey participants room
where the ac is used:

27m2

“50% never move 
the AC around and 
50% rarely do it”

50% 50%

0%

survey
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to get answers on a few more questions that 
we had that were not covered in the previous 
interviews and reports we conducted a survey on 
our own. 

the main concern we had was that we were 
unsure about how often a portable ac is actually 
moved around. and by looking at the results 
from the survey it became clear that all of the 
respondents either never or seldom moved the 
ac around. the question is then if making the ac 
smaller and lighter would increase portability or 
if it still would be used in the same way?

see the full survey with the questions in the 
appendix.

here are the results from it:

•  People tend not to use the AC all year   
 around, only during the warm season

• Moving the AC around is not common at  
 all. 50% of the respondents never   
 do that and 50% do it seldom. This is   
 mainly because of size and weight.

•  75% are disturbed by the noise level   
 during night

  
“I haven’t used it during nighttime 
because of the noise level...”

“It is too loud for use during sleeping”

•  Half of the respondents have noticed   
 a difference in air quality while   
 using the ac, saying it becomes too   
 dry 

•  All of the respondents used their AC 
 at home

• Average size of respondents rooms   
 where the ac is used were 27m2

•  Common places to store the AC when   
 not using it was in a closet, in    
 the basement or at the attic

• When asking about what added features  
 you would be willing to pay more for,   
 the results were evenly divided   
 by the different choices we had.
 Adding a heater,  air purifier, humidifier  
 or wiFi controllability was equally   
 popular

“Difficult to move around because it 
was so heavy, big and ugly to have in our 
home, irritating sound level, that is why 
we stopped using it...”

“Comparing the energy it consumed to 
the effect it had on the heat, it was totally 
not worth it.”
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conclusions from research

1

2

3

4

Handling
_

people expect to be able to move it around easily

Noise
_

noise levels are too high, they should be 
reduced

Size
_

today portable ac’s are too big, making them 
hard to place in the context and moving them 
around. Make it smaller

Hot air outlet
_

people tend to not know that a hose needs to  be 
connected to the ac. the hose is also too big and 
sometimes hard to mount in a window or door. 
it should also be connected to the ac in a way 
so that it does not fall off when moving the unit 
around 

Efficiency
_

as an average we have decided to make the ac 
work efficiently for 30m2 based on our survey

5
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8

7

6
Weight
_

today portable ac’s weigh around 30kg, making 
them hard to handle. Make it lighter

Power consumption
_

the ac should not consume too much energy. it 
should have an energy saving mode as well and 
several speed settings for the fan

Looks
_

should not look dated(as they tend to do today) 
with a less boxy appearance. it should work 
together with other furnishings and have a more 
“human” approach

Water drain and dust filter
_

not need to empty it from water, instead make it 
self-evaporating. Easy access to the dust filter

Remote
_

it’s a must have!

27



Mapping of features
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to get a better understanding of what features 
one of the existing portable ac’s had, i mapped 
them out on the product (see pictures to the 
left). they are as follows:

• Intake for air with dust filter
• Control panel
• Outlet cold air
• Intake cooling air
• Condensate water outlet
• Outlet hot air 
• Cord (power source)
•  Drain for water
•  Wheels
• Handles
•  Drain for water when used as a heat   
 pump

some of these features are there to make the ac 
unit more portable. although i feel these features 
are not communicated enough in the design.
this is something i need to have in mind when 
working with our proposal. 
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Fan

Motor

Motor

compressor

Evaporator

condenser

Mapping of parts
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by looking at the different parts in an existing 
ac, and making them into volume models, it 
was easier for me to understand the size of the 
components. this also helped me to see how big 
they need to be to produce a certain cooling-
effect. Making an ac work you would need the 
following components: 

• Motor x2
• Fan x2
• Evaporator
• Condenser
• Compressor

to make everything run together you would also 
need an electronics unit that controls the parts 
and also let’s you make the settings that you 
want. 

By having these defined volumes, I can then later 
change the sizes of them to make a platform that 
works for our concept. 

the layout that is pictured is for a portable ac 
that is sufficient to cool down a room that is 
around 30sqm. 
the arrows shows how the air is travelling 
through the ac. the warm air goes out at the 
backside, and then later through a hose.  
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a portable ac is usually found in a home 
environment. other possible places would be 
smaller offices and restaurants. Smaller shops 
also tend to use them during summer, and then 
take them away, at least here in sweden.
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brainstorming - hot air outlet
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to get more ideas for how to solve the issues with 
the hot air outlet, we did a brainstorm on this 
topic. since there are many types of different 
windows it’s hard to come up with a universal 
solution that will suit them all. 

it’s leaning towards that we will make several 
different designs, that each fit a certain window 
type.  

an ideal outlet would cover the opening where it 
is mounted to so no warm air comes in, further 
increasing the rooms temperature.

whilst brainstorming we also discussed other 
ways to lead the hot air out from the room being 
cooled down. one idea was to drill a hole in the 
wall, and then mount a hose through that hole. 
the idea would work but we were sceptical about 
damaging the wall since people expect this 
product to be easily installed. a lot of the buyers 
are also renters, so they would need to restore 
the wall when they move, causing extra work and 
costs. 

another idea was to lead the hot air through 
the ventilation system or the chimney (if you 
have one). the problem here is that you would 
be restricted to use the ac only where there are 
vents or chimneys in the house. the vents should 
also be exhaust vents, otherwise it would not 
work. You would also need a quite long hose to be 
able to reach the vent or chimney. that could be a 
problem for the engine in the ac, making it work 
too hard causing a shorter life span of it.  

these ideas were all rejected in favour of a 
solution that is somehow mounted in a window 
or door. 

the main categories of concepts that would 
be fitted into a window that came up after the 
brainstorm were:

•  Something that you stretch over the   
 window

•  Something that you roll over the window

•  A slimmer hose, creating a smaller gap   
 in the window
•  Something that folds out, to fit different  
 window sizes

•  Something that is rigid and mounted in  
 the window
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workshop - hot air outlet
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to continue to explore possibilities with the hot air 
outlet a workshop was conducted at Electrolux, 
where eleven industrial design- and engineering 
students were invited to form multidisciplinary 
groups. the goal was to brainstorm ideas to 
improve the connection between the ac’s hot air 
outlet and the outlet in the home. a connection 
that today most often consists of a hose and a 
window.

we had prepared building material for the groups 
and they could use this however they wanted to 
explore the topic. 
_

as a conclusion from both the brainstorming and 
the workshop, we saw similarities in the ideas 
that were generated. a common idea was to use 
an inflatable hose, which covers the window gap. 
also an overall aim was to minimize the window 
gap when the hose is placed through the window. 

the disadvantages of many of the ideas included 
uncertainties regarding the mounting of the 
outlet. In many of the cases their fixtures required 
permanent installation around the window. this 
would complicate the easiness of installing the 
air conditioner, which is one of the main reasons 
people tend to buy portables.

From all the ideas that were gathered, there 
were two concept categories that were chosen 
to be explored further. we believe that these two 
categories are the most feasible in terms of ease 
of instalment for transportation of hot air out of 
the room, and also their efficiency in sealing.

• Inflatable hose with ventilation holes

Uses an inflatable hose that also functions as the 
cover of the window gap. On the outside part of 
the hose there are outlet holes for the hot air from 
the room. It is fixated through the sealing that is 
created when the hose is expanding.
 

• Extendable/Foldable plates

Uses stiff plates that are expandable and/or 
foldable to seal the window gap. Since the plates 
are expandable sideways, they can be adjusted 
to different window widths. The plates are fixated 
through pressure from the window when it closes 
and also through the spring effect that the 
extendable plates offer.
 
after discussing the last concept a bit  more we 
ended up in not going further with it since it was 
too similar to todays window mounting. and the 
one used today is not the best regarding covering 
different types of widows and it is not so discreet.

Therefore we wanted to take the inflatable hose 
concept further into mock-up testing.
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a hose that becomes a part of the interior

Inflatable hose that covers window

Inflatable tube that wraps around window

Extendable nozzle that expands in window
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Inflatable hose that covers window

some of the concepts that were made during the 
workshop are shown to the left.
a common idea was to use the air that comes out 
in the outlet to inflate the hose so it seals the gap 
between the window and the window frame. 

so instead of just getting rid of the hot air that 
you want to vacate, you could actually use it for 
something, in this case blowing up the hose so it  
seals the window. we found this idea interesting 
and worth exploring further. 

an example of todays window mounting with compressed hose
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Mock-up of hot air outlet

First try with inflatable hose

We felt that it was too wide at first try

the hose mounted in a window
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testing with one of the air outlet concepts 
was conducted using an existing portable air 
conditioner, along with a test model of a hose. 
The concept that was tested was the inflatable 
hose with ventilation holes. the new hose was 
constructed using black plastic bags and tape. 
after formation into a cylindrical hose, ventilation 
holes were cut on one side of the new hose top. 
Finally the hose was attached at the nozzle of 
the existing air conditioner.

three hoses with different diameters were 
constructed to be able to compare and estimate 
a suitable diameter. the different diameters that 
were tested was 20, 8 and 5 centimetres. it was 
found that the 8 centimetre hose was the most 
suitable one, since it had a shorter diameter 
than the existing one and also was able to fully 
inflate unlike the 5 centimetre one that was 
too narrow to create an effective air flow. The 
chosen hose diameter gives a smaller gap in the 
opened window than the existing ones do, which 
is preferable.  

the new hose was placed in an open window to 
work as both the insulation and the hot air outlet. 
the window that was used was a hinged window, 
which was opened inwards. The hose was fixed 
by the pressure of the closing window.  

it was found that the new hose isolated the 
window well, since no air draft was felt around it. 
however, the top and bottom of the open window 
still had some draft, but it was barely noticeable 
since the gaps were so small. the concept works 
for most of the common window types, like 
hinged and sliding windows. 
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second attempt

the hose is more discreet now

the outlet is placed at the top

the bend that occurs when changing direction
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an issue that was found during the testing was 
that the hose created a 90 degree bend where 
the hose switches direction from the window to 
the ac. this creates a bend that obstructs the 
air flow. It was discussed whether a different 
material choice would make a smoother 
transition in the corner, and also if an attachable, 
fixed bend would solve the problem. It was 
further discussed if the hose might need a top 
fixation, both to help attach the hose in the 
correct position and also to stabilize it there.

the next step with the concept includes choosing 
a suitable material, determining the dimensions 
and also exploring different fixation options for 
the hose. 

general ideas regarding the concept
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idea generation /icons

high model

lying model

general model

low model
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to quickly generate ideas about possible layouts 
i made a scheme with iconic pictures, showing 
possible ac models.  the arrow shows from 
where the cold air comes from. so either from 
the top, front or from the side/sides. 

•  The “High model” is a taller and slimmer  
 version compared to existing portable   
 ac’s. 

•  The “Low model” is a lower, box-shaped  
 ac. it’s smaller than existing models.

•  The “Lying model” is similar to the “high  
 model” but tilted and lying on the floor. 

•  The “General model” has the same   
 layout as existing portable ac’s.

i decided that i did not want to have the possibility 
to have the air coming from the bottom of the ac.  
that would mean it should be high enough to let 
the air pass trough, making it unstable. some 
owners of portables want to be able to direct the 
airflow as well. Placing the ventilation under the 
ac eliminates that possibility.

These icons are just a first draft on a possible 
layout of the ac.
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idea sketching
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sketch models

high model

low model

todays model
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by doing sketch models in scale 1:10 i explored 
different shapes to define a platform to work 
with. after a discussion with Jessica we decided 
that we should focus on the “high models” 
instead of the “low models”. this is because we 
believe that a higher model will fit in the context 
better than a low one. it’s easier to place it in 
between other furniture. We find the high models 
both more elegant and easier to interact with in 
terms of adjusting temperature. the high models 
also have their air outlets at a height that is 
convenient for people staying in a room. the air 
flow get’s closer to their upper body.

the models that are circled will act as a base 
for a 1:1 mock-up in cardboard for further 
explorations. we found these to be interesting 
in their expression, both elegant, sleek and 
discreet.
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this part of the essay is mainly for describing 
why i have not continued to work with some of 
the concepts. see comments below.

1. this is the low concept standing on a table. i 
choose not to continue to work with this since 
it will need to be placed on top of an existing 
furniture to come up to the proper height. this 
makes it hard to furnish and it will take up all the 
space on that table, or what you now decide to 
place it on.

2. this is the low model again but this time 
suspended from the ceiling. the good thing with 
this concept is that it clears all the space under 
it when hanging. the problem is that it needs a 
more permanent installation and that it needs 
to be safely mounted because of the weight. 
therefore i decided not to continue with it. one 
of the main reasons for buying a portable is the 
easy installation and the possibility to move it 
around. 

3. the same model mounted on a wall. i decided 
not to continue with it for the same reasons as 
the previous one.

4. this is a comparison between the high model 
and the regular one. in this picture i want to 
show the benefits of the high model since the air 
outlet comes closer to the user. the interaction 
touch point is also closer, placed at a convenient 
distance.

5. i also looked at the possibility of having a more 
integrated hot air outlet in the ac. this would 
mean that the “hose” and ac would be together 
and then mounted on a window. the problem 
with this concept is that it becomes very fixed 
close to windows. You will not be able to move it 
around so much and you would need to clear the 
way in front of the window. it all felt too much of 
a hassle to be worth exploring further.

6. another concept was a modular one, that could 
be taken apart to save space when not used. it 
could be different building blocks that could be 

put together to become a fully functional ac.
the problem with a modular concept is that it 
will split the components apart. You would then 
need to somehow block the refrigerant from 
pouring out from the pipes. the connectors for 
the pipes need to be completely sealed as well. 
this does not feel secure and therefore i decided 
not to continue with it.
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outlet in front

air spread

outlet on top with shield

outlet straight up outlet straight up angled

outlet on sides

Exploring air outlets
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when looking at different possibilities of how 
the air outlet could be placed we came to the 
conclusion that the top two variants would be 
the best. the bottom three would of course cool 
the room down but we felt that directing the 
air straight up or to the sides would create a 
feeling that the ac is not cooling the room down 
efficiently since you can’t feel the airflow if you 
stand beside it. Therefore we find the top two 
examples better, since the air comes straight 
towards you.

so either it could be placed in the front, allowing 
an airflow that goes straight into the room. Then 
you also have the possibility to direct the air 
towards yourself, if you want to be cooled down 
on a hot day for example. 

another possibility is to  have the air coming 
straight up and then be directed by a shield, 
creating a wider spread of air. we found this 
interesting because of it’s discreteness and the 
wide spread of air it creates. the shield also 
creates a feeling of flow, communicating that 
something would come out of it.
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Mock-ups scale 1:1

Mock-up no. 2

Mock-up no. 1
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two different mock-ups in scale 1:1 were made to 
get a better feeling of the proportions and size in 
relation to the context. 

The first one has an air outlet placed on top, 
directing the air to the front and sides. it has four 
wheels that can turn 360° under it to make it 
easier to move around. i tried to place the control 
interface (indicated by a knob) both at the top 
and in the front, as seen on the pictures. after 
asking around, people felt that having the control 
at the top felt a bit strange because it was hard to 
use for shorter persons and the “flat” placement 
seemed a bit odd. the diameter of the mock-up 
was 270mm and the height was 1030mm.

the second mock-up has a more conventional air 
outlet that is directed forward. this concept has 
two wheels placed at the back (see picture to the 
right). so when moving it around, you move it as a 
travelling bag. this type of setup felt more stable 
when moving the unit and it also became more 
steady when just standing on the floor. 
the width of the mock-up was 250mm and the 
height was 1030mm.

Since the first mock-up felt more interesting 
regarding the air outlet, that i believe 
communicates flow in an interesting way, we 
decided to take that concept further. it also looks 
more elegant than existing ac’s. since the two 
wheel setup from the second concept worked 
better I transferred it to the first mock-up. 

two wheels at the back
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to get an understanding of how the ac would work 
in a home environment i took it to my apartment. 
it suddenly felt a bit big but was still easy to 
place because of the narrow base. 

I will definitely try to make it as small as possible, 
still being able to fit all the components. My 
biggest concern is the diameter of the cylinder, 
the height could also be reduced a bit.

Since the top surface of the AC is flat it enables 
things being stored on it. this could be interesting 
in terms of using it more as a furniture rather 
than a piece of electronic equipment. one hazard 
though could be if you for example water plats 
that are stored on this surface and the water 
pours down into the ac making it break down. 
but since the top “lid” is as wide as the base, i 
don’t think this will be such a problem. 

i also placed the mock-up inside my cleaning 
cupboard to see if it would fit. Again, the narrow 
shape is good for minimal spaces, making it easy 
to store the unit when not using it.
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Fan

Fan

Evaporator

compressor

condenser

Electronics/wiFi

Mapping of parts version 2

isolation
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To find a suitable layout of the components we 
elaborated with the parts that were made for the 
previous model of one of the existing ac’s.

prior to this we did a lot of sketching to come up 
with ideas of possible layouts. some of them are 
shown to the right.
 
since the fans are now much smaller and 
optimized for the form of the ac, the whole unit 
can become smaller compared to before. now 
when the components are stacked on top of each 
other you can divide the ac into a hot and cold 
zone with some kind of isolating plate in between 
them, making the cooling effect stronger. 

the air comes in from the back into the ac trough 
the evaporator and is then forced upwards trough 
the fan. after passing the fan, the air strikes 
against the shield in the top and then spreads 
out in the room.

the lower part with the condenser works the 
same way but with a different type of fan that 
changes the direction of the air so it can be 
evacuated through the hose and then later on 
out from the room. 
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Since the first mock-up felt too big when placed  
in a home environment we tried to make it a bit 
smaller. reducing the diameter of the cylinder 
by just a few centimetres gives a big difference 
in appearance.  we tried two new sizes, one that 
had a 210mm diameter and one that had 240mm.

the smallest one seamed to be almost to small 
and feeling a bit weak compared to the others. 
we were also unsure about if some of the 
components actually would fit inside. 

the second mock-up (number 2) had a wider 
diameter but the same height as the first one. 
This one felt well proportioned and would also fit 
all the necessary components. we will therefore 
use the measurements from this mock-up in the 
upcoming  work steps.

1.
210mm diameter
900mm high

2.
240mm diameter 
900mm high

3. 
previous mock-up
270mm diameter
1030mm high

4.
Frigidaire portable ac (as a reference)
500mm wide
800mm high
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Extruded form

Metal frame

textile surface

plain front

details in other material

Flexible handle

inspiration - form
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i’ve looked at other products for the home 
environment for inspiration. looking at these 
products i feel that a simple expression like 
these products have would make them blend in, 
in the given context. an extruded form works well  
when wanting something to be discreet. 

there is a chance that the expression could 
become a bit dull, working with such minimalist 
forms in a quite large scale. therefore i think 
that working with details and material choices 
will become important to really show that this 
particular ac is as powerful and competent as 
the other ac’s are. 

working with several materials and having plain 
surfaces with a few details will be my challenge 
to find the right expression. 
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cad - underlays
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to work more with the details of the ac i made 
a  basic model in cad (computer-aided design) 
to be able to use it as an underlay to quickly do 
some sketches of details.

one question was how the handle should be 
placed and look like. when i tried to do a folding 
handle in cad i realized that it has to be quite 
long to be able to fold out properly.  there was a 
chance that it would interfere with the air inlet 
on the backside, making it less efficient. I then 
tried to do a more integrated handle that would 
take up less space. i will further test this option 
to see if it works in practice.

the two sketches to the left are how we want 
everything to be placed. the inlets and outlet are 
placed so they can be linked to the components 
on the inside. some minor adjustments can 
still be needed to find the exact positions of 
everything but that can be done in cad later on. 
on these ones i also made the bottom of the ac 
in a darker colour to create a base and a more 
stable appearance. 
The dust filters that are inserted behind the air 
inlets could be placed in the middle as seen to 
the left.

all these details needs to be transferred to the 
final CAD  model. 
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interaction - tests

controls on ac

user testing with printed interfaces

remote control

wiFi control
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to decide what type of interaction touch points 
the ac should have i did several different 
suggestions. 

Questions like if there should be both a remote  
control and some kind of wiFi controller were 
asked. or if you should be able to control all 
features on the ac, or maybe just the basics. 

the wiFi control could be an application that you 
have on your cellphone that enables you to use 
the ac from a distance. 
one scenario could be that you have the ac in 
your summerhouse and want to be able to start 
it from a distance, prior to your arrival. then you 
can arrive to a cooled down room when it is warm 
outside. 

another scenario could be that you want to 
be sure to that you turned the ac off when 
leaving your home. You could then just use the 
application to see it’s on or not.

the application will also work as a remote 
control in your home and will use either a wiFi 
connection or bluetooth, if you don’t have a wiFi 
network.  

here is a summary of what different features 
there are that will need controls:

hEatEr 
Makes the cooling cycle turn the other way 
around and starts to blow out hot air instead, 
heating the room

drY
Uses the AC only as a dehumidifier if you want to 
take out the humidity in a room

Fan onlY
if you want to use the ac as a fan, without using 
the compressor. it will blow out air but not cool 
the room down. it is less noisy to use this mode 
than the “normal” one

night
the night mode will have a running cycle that 
starts to cool down the room and then raises the 
temperature when you sleep to save electricity. 
after a few hours it starts to cool down the room 
again just before you wake up

tiMEr
the timer allows you to set a starting time for 
when you want the ac to start it’s operation. 
You can also set a time for how long you want it 
to run. the idea is also that you can repeat this 
cycle every day if you want

turbo
pressing the “turbo” button increases the speed 
of the fans so you can cool down or heat a room 
faster. this is instead of having different fan 
speed settings. so you will have the “normal 
mode” and then the “turbo mode”
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interaction - tests
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the picture to the left are examples of the 
interface that would be placed on the ac unit. i 
did several different suggestions that used both 
a screen and completely analog ones. 

the criteria was that the interface should be 
easily understood,simple to use and at the same 
time being discreet. discreet because of the fact 
that we want the ac to blend in, in it’s context.
therefore we decided not to use a screen since 
it would stand out too much and add  “noise” to 
the product. 

we asked ourselves what you would really want 
to do with the ac, in terms of usage.  so the 
basics are to turn it on and off and choose what 
temperature you want to have. therefore we 
chose the analog knob circled to the left. 
You turn the knob to what desired temperature 
you like and then press “on”.  the temperature 
indications will be printed directly on the ac 
unit and could easily be changed to a Fahrenheit 
scale.
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wiFi connectivity
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as mentioned before, the wiFi connection let’s 
you control the ac from a distance.
You can also operate the timer and all the other 
features as well. 

the application that let’s you control the ac will 
also double as a remote. You could then choose 
if you want to use your cellphone/tablet or the 
remote that comes with the ac as main control.

the example to the left is how the application 
could look like on a cellphone.  some 
modifications were done after evaluating  it with 
people. The top example to the left was the first 
draft. The bottom ones are the finished result.
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remote
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At first we discussed if it would be necessary 
at all to have a remote, since you could use the 
wiFi application as a remote control instead. but 
using other devices as the only way of controlling 
the ac from a distance would exclude people not 
owning these devises. therefore we decided that 
the ac should come with a dedicated remote 
that could control all the features.

I looked at more simplified remotes, with only 
buttons to control certain features and more 
advanced ones incorporating a screen. 
the ones shown to the top left were intended to 
be mounted on a wall in the same room as the ac 
or placed on a table close by. they did not feel so 
mobile so i decided not to continue to work with 
them. 

since you can’t control all the features the ac has 
from the actual ac we decided that you should be 
able to do this via the remote. therefore a remote 
with a screen became necessary. to be able to 
set the timer, you would need a screen showing 
the times.

I also looked at different surface finishes such 
as brushed aluminium and lathed buttons. in the 
end i thought it was too much and i decided to 
have the remote in the same colour and material 
as the ac, so they would feel connected to each 
other. 
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in the end it turned out like the example to the 
left after evaluations with people. a remote with 
an added screen, showing temperature and timer 
settings. 
You  can toggle between different settings using 
the “ModE” selection button. then you would 
scroll through the modes; dry, heater, fan only and 
night (see explanations for the different modes 
in the “interaction - tests” part of the essay). 

Here is an example of a flow chart with the 
remote:

1. upon starting the ac the remote will   
 show the last desired temperature  used.
 in this case +21°c.

2. when pressing the “ModE” button you   
 will scroll through the different modes   
 (dry, heater, fan only and night).   
 when pressing ones more you will move  
 to the next mode. not pressing anything  
 for 4 seconds will activate the chosen   
 mode. 

3. pressing the “turbo” button will start   
 the turbo feature that will cool    
 down or heat up the room as    
 fast as possible. when pressing this   
 button, an icon to the top left in the   
 screen shows that it has been activated. 

4. pressing the “tiMEr” button will   
 activate the timer settings. the text   
 “START IN:1h” will start to flash.

5. to choose a starting time you will use   
 the “plus” and “Minus” buttons to set  
 the desired time.  When you are satisfied  
 you press the “tiMEr” button again.   
 after that you will get to the “run tiME”  
 screen. this screen will also    
 flash to indicate that you need    
 to choose a run time. here you use the   
 “plus” and “Minus” buttons again to   
 set the time. 

6. when you are done adjusting the times,  
 you press the “tiMEr” button again and  
 the screen will confirm your    
 timer settings with the message:   
 “tiMEr sEt”. the timer icon will appear  
 to the top left in the screen, showing   
 that it has been activated.  
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to decide about details i tried different ideas in 
cad. 

1. the foldable handle that i tried in the beginning 
that later developed into a fixed one. The foldable 
handles I made looked weak and did not fit the 
sleek cylindrical design well. therefore i decided 
to have an integrated handle instead as shown 
to the left.

2.  At first I did a ventilation grill with a circular 
pattern but felt it looked a bit too technical. it 
resembles the kind of grills vacuum cleaners 
sometimes have. and that is not the expression 
i’m after. i want to move away from those kind of 
products and do something that is less technical 
and more discreet. 

3. i got an idea about using  stretched fabric 
(marked yellow in the picture to the left) instead 
of having a visible ventilation grill, to make it 
more discreet. it could be the same type of fabric 
found in hifi speakers for example. 

4. Since the AC needs a dust filter I marked this 
on the picture to the left. the idea is that the 
filter is behind the fabric surface. To take it out 
for cleaning you drag the “plate” towards you.
when putting it back, you place it in it’s slot and 
push it in again. The filter will then be guided 
along the walls of the ac, following the curvature 
of the cylindric shape. 
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After we had done the first mock-up of the hose 
we realized, several weeks later that there was a 
problem with it. 
Since the hose needs to be fully inflated all the 
time to work, it will need a constant air flow 
from the fan.  the problem is that the fan will 
stop when the desired temperature is reached, 
meaning that the hose will collapse and fall out 
from the window. therefore we can not longer 
have this type of hose. 

instead, i started to look at a more stiff adapter 
that could be connected to an inflatable hose. 
We still want to use an inflatable hose because 
it will be more discreet compared to existing 
hoses, when it is collapsed (when the ac is not 
using the compressor).  You can also easily roll it 
up when you want to store it. 
instead of using a round hose i started to look 
into the possibility to have a more flat profile. 
The flat profile enables a more sleek and discreet 
hose, that doesn’t look so bulky. Making the hose 
slimmer will also reduce the window gap when 
just hanging the hose out through the window. 
i have also considered the possibility to have a 
fabric surface on the hose, making it fit into it’s 
context and also work as a contrasting surface to 
the ac’s hard shell. 

pictured to the left are two different concepts of 
window adapters that are connected to the hose.
these will seal the gap that is created between 
the open window and the window frame. the goal 
is to have as much sealing as possible, so no hot 
or cold air can come inside the room. 

The first concept is similar to the existing 
adapters being used. it has two planes that can 
be adjusted to fit different window heights. At 
the top and bottom end of the planes, there are 
90 degree angles that will help the adapter stand 
up in the window. 

the second concept uses a compressible hose 
that can be adjusted to fit different window 
heights. it has a base with a weight that is placed 
on the window sill.

the compressed hose has outlet holes along the  
side that is facing the outside.

we decided to continue to work with the second 
concept since it felt more stable when placed in 
a window.  We believe that the first concept with 
adapter plates is a bit wobbly, when closing the 
window on it. we tested this with the adapter 
plates that came with another portable ac, and 
tested them in a door. what happened then was 
that the plates turned out of position, and it was 
hard to seal the gap between the door and the 
doorpost.

what i will try with the second concept is to 
reduce the window gap even more, with a slimmer 
adapter. after discussing more, we came up with 
the idea that the compressible hose could have 
the same profile as the hose that comes out from 
the ac. i will explore this in cad and see how it 
turns out. 
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The main reason for not having a round profile 
for the tube was that it would create a wider 
window gap when using the hot air outlet trough 
a window.  The flat profile is also more discreet 
when just laying in a room. a stiff, round hose is 
very prominent in its appearence and does not 
blend in into a home context because of it’s size.

The flat profile has the same area of its outlet 
surface compared to a round profile. It is just 
slightly wider, but way thinner. 

The flat profile also feels less “tail-ish” in 
comparison with the round tube (see picture in 
page 70).
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compressor off

compressor on
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this picture shows how the hot air outlet 
collapses when the compressor is off. the 
compressor will turn itself off when a desired 
temperature is reached. the hot air outlet will 
then become flatter and just hang out from the 
window or stay connected to the window adapter 
in a discreet way.

when the compressor starts to run again it will 
inflate the fabric tube, making it slightly bigger.
this will also indicate if the ac is running, if seen 
from a distance. 

I find this idea  much more visually pleasing 
compared to the tubes being used today that 
are very bulky and stiff. Even when the ac is not 
running you will still see this huge hose that will 
be very prominent in a room.  in this case you will 
have a fabric material that feels more natural 
compared to the white plastic ones. 
the hose will need two layers, one outer layer in 
fabric and one inner layer in a soft material that 
does not let air through. one option for this could 
be to use sail cloth.
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colour tests

!
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i tried some different colours on the ac before 
deciding to have the one to the far left. the 
colours are inspired from interior products  that 
i saw whilst scouting stockholm for inspiration. 

i wanted to have a subdued matt colour that was 
discreet and fresh so it would blend in and feel 
clean. 

of course there is the possibility to have several 
colours but i will focus on one in the presentation. 
i choose the light green/gray colour that i believe 
achieves the criteria mentioned above.  

having several colours available also helps the 
owner of the ac to match it with other things in 
his/her room. 
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Final
proposal

3
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temperature dial
(aluminium)

air shield

on/off

housing
(plastic)
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air inlet

air inlet

back wheels

cord

handle

Filter

Filter

hot air outlet
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axial fan

Evaporator

Electronics/wiFi

insulation/water tray

radial fan

condenser

inverter compressor

base/water tray

rubber buffer

component layout
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Direction of air flow
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remote control
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Mobile interface
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window adapter

Fl
ex

ib
le

The flexible tube can be 
adjusted in height to fit 
different window sizes
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the window adapter in a vertically 
closing sliding window
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the window adapter in a 
horizontally closing sliding 
window
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the hose without the window 
adapter in a sliding window
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How the air flow goes through 
the adapter and out in the 
top, through the ventilation 
holes
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in a living room
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in a bedroom
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the presentation model in context
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scenarios

1

4

2

3
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1. place the hot air outlet through a door or window

2. adjust temperature with the knob

3. press the on button 

4. adjust temperature and other features from a 
distance with the remote

5. when you want to stow away the ac, simply drag 
it on its back wheels

5
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scenarios with users

the ac helps the baby to stay cool

these are some examples of 
possible scenarios where the ac is 
helpful

This guy can finally sleep 

Elderly people and people who are ill
all benefit from a comfortable indoor
climate
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the cat from the previous scenarios is 
back and likes his ac

For people that will use the ac occasionally, it is easy for 
them to store it away because of the narrow base 
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Discussion
3
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If I look back at this project I’m satisfied with 
the outcome. i think that we have managed to 
create something new and interesting in the 
segment of portable air conditioning. comparing 
our proposal with existing ac’s, our ac really 
stands out. i see people choosing our ac over 
others because it will better fit in to the context 
where it will be used. it is easier to place in a 
room because of the it’s slimness. the ac has 
a simplified interface which makes it easy to 
use, compared to many other portable ac’s. it is 
easier to handle because of the length, you can 
just drag and roll it around as a suit case.  

if we look back at what we wanted to achieve 
after doing our research (see p.24-25) we came 
to these conclusions:

Handling
our ac is easier to handle since it is higher which 
brings you closer to the handle and it has the 
possibility to be dragged as a suitcase. this way 
of moving the ac around is much better than 
before since you don’t need to bend down and 
reach for the handles. 

Noise
by using an inverter compressor instead of a 
regular one, the noise level will be decreased. 
Jessica has also looked into the possibilities 
of encapsuling the compressor with a sound 
dampening shell. that would decrease the 
sound levels even more since most of the noise 
is generated from the compressor.
the compressor is bolted  on four places, and 
these spots are close to the wheels and feet of 
the ac. by mounting the compressor this way, 
the vibrations can go directly down to these four 
points, making the ac more stable and less noisy.  
and looking at the inside of the ac, it’s optimized 
for the airflow. The air can travel very freely 
trough the ac, generating less noise. 
we have also looked into the possibility of adding 
details on the fan blades such as grooves for 
directing the air. having an asymmetrical fan 
that creates a wider span of sound frequencies, 
leading to a less noisy experience. 

Size
we have managed to reduce the size of the ac 
by making it slimmer and increasing the height 
instead. by making the ac less wide it is easier 
to place it in between furniture and in corners for 
example. the format of the ac is also good when 
you want to store it when it’s not in use. the slim 
base is good when you have a limited space for 
storage. 

Hot air outlet
by going away from a regular round hose and 
using a slimmer profile, we created a hose that 
minimizes the gap in an open window. if you just 
want to put the hose outside through the window 
you can just open the window slightly, reducing 
the air that is coming in. together with the hose 
we designed an adapter that is used when you 
want to shut out  the air that is coming in from 
the window gap. the adapter has a heavier base 
that it stands on, making it more stable. on top 
of that you have a compressible hose that can 
be adjusted to fit different window heights. 
this adapter can be used with different types 
of windows such as door windows and sliding 
windows. the hose has a textile surface that 
contrasts to the ac´s hard shell. the idea with 
textile is that it feels more human than a big 
plastic hose. the textile could also blend in with 
other textiles in a room. 

Efficiency
we had a goal of making the ac work for a room 
that is 30sqm and having the power of 12000 
btu1. by bending the evaporator and condenser 
we managed to have the same cooling power as 
the more powerful portable ac’s on the market 
but in a smaller and more compact format. 
and by using an inverter compressor, it will be 
more gentle to the components inside the ac, 
giving them a longer lifespan.

Weight
this part is a bit harder to determine. since we 
want to use an inverter compressor, that is a bit 
heavier than a regular compressor it will add 
weight to the ac. on the other hand, our ac is 

1 btu or “british thermal unit” is a measurement of energy often used when comparing ac’s
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of a more compact design which allows for a 
narrower plastic housing that is of less weight. 
we decided to use a plastic housing for the ac 
because it is light and strong. we were also 
considering an aluminium housing, but later 
turned that down because of the added weight 
it would have caused. because of the more open 
layout of the ac’s inside, weight can be saved by 
not having a covering housing for the axial fan. 
this is a must when using a radial fan, that is the 
usual type of fan in portable ac’s.
More work needs to be done here to really lower 
the total weight of the ac but we can still say that 
the proposal is lighter compared to our reference 
ac.

Power consumption
by using an inverter compressor instead of a 
regular one, the power consumption is reduced. 
the inverter compressor works more smoothly 
controlling the temperature instead of just 
shutting it on and off as a regular one does. 
and by having the wiFi control you can start the 
timer and shut the ac off when you don’t need 
it  in use, also reducing the power consumption.

Looks
all the people we interviewed for this project 
thought that portable ac’s look dated in their 
appearance and some thought that they have a 
feeling of a medical product that does not fit in 
your living room. For our proposal my intension 
was to make a more contemporary looking 
product, that was recognizable at first sight 
and that brought something new to the uniform 
market of portable ac’s. the goal was also to 
make the ac blend in into it’s context better 
than before. with a discreet look together with a 
subdued colour i think it works.

Water drain and dust filter
the ac is self evaporative, meaning it evaporates 
the water it generates and sends it out with the 
hot air. this means that you would not need a 
bucket that needs to be emptied every now and 
then for the ac to be able to run.
The dust filters are clearly marked on the 

backside of the unit and they can be pulled out 
and cleaned. 

Remote
since a remote control is widely used together 
with the ac, there was no doubt about that we 
should have one. i made one with a simple layout 
with less buttons. some remotes we looked at 
had an abundance of buttons, making them 
hard to understand. on the remote that comes 
with the ac there is a screen that shows all the 
information you would need together with a few 
buttons, it let’s you control all the features the 
ac has. You also have the possibility to use the 
wiFi connection (your cellphone for example) as 
the primary remote if you like. 

_

Environmental aspects
how should i motivate the existence of this 
product? well, at least here in sweden where 
the use of portable ac is not that common, 
it could almost look like it is an unnecessary 
luxury product. but the thing is that ac’s in 
general are a must for some people. it could be 
that you are sick and therefore sensitive to high 
temperatures. Maybe you are worried about your 
grandma, because of a sudden heatwave and 
buy her a portable ac. or you have pet’s at home 
by themselves and it is really hot so you put on 
your ac and it makes you feel a bit safer. in some 
countries the ac is a must-have. there is not an 
option not to have one. during nighttime the ac is 
your help to be able to sleep at all.

somehow it is a bit worrying that you would need 
a product to relieve yourself from a heat wave, 
partly enhanced by global warming. but at the 
same time, this product helps you to a more 
pleasant climate. the ac is made out of materials 
and processes that take energy to produce. this 
could of course be negative for the environment. 
but there are alternatives. instead of plastic the 
ac’s shell could be made out of pla that is a 
thermoplastic made from renewable resources, 
not containing any oil at all. i haven’t looked into 
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this matter any further due to time constraints 
but it would be interesting to explore it further. 

The conclusion is that this is a justifiable product 
for people so that they can live in a reasonable 
indoor climate without feeling bad because of 
heat or cold. 

_

Our collaboration
if i look back at mine and Jessica’s collaboration 
i think it went very well and above expectations. 
in the beginning i was a bit worried about that we 
would have very different working approaches 
and design processes.  but it went surprisingly 
smooth. since we had a clear division between 
the work we could focus on separate parts as 
well as working together on some. basically we 
had just one “designer versus engineer” issue. 
it was about what type of handle the ac should 
have. Jessica advocated a surface mounted, 
foldable handle that would not interfere with the 
airflow on the inside. I argued for a integrated 
handle because i thought it looked more sleek and 
also more trustworthy. the foldable handles that 
we looked at all looked very weak in comparison. 
in the end we agreed on a integrated handle that 
would have a smooth transition on the inside of 
the AC so the airflow wouldn’t be interrupted.

if i look at what i contributed with as an industrial 
designer to this project i believe that it was to 
understand what people actually want from 
this product through interviews and reading. 
and by having this knowledge later use it when 
creating the proposal. My knowledge in form and 
semantics has been valuable when sketching 
on the proposal. what Jessica contributed with 
as an engineer was her ability to understand 
technological contexts and what is needed for a 
fully working result.  

i’m certain that our collaboration has led to 
a better result compared to if we would have 
worked on our own.  i believe that working in 
interdisciplinary teams, such as we did will 

bring better results. it is both interesting and 
challenging to work with people from other 
fields. Hopefully you will learn something new 
and exchange knowledge with each other. in our 
case I think that our final proposal is credible 
just because of our collaborative work. together 
we have worked through all parts of the ac to 
finally come to a conclusion. 

in this project i have not only worked together 
with Jessica but with other professions as well. 
i’ve talked to other designers and engineers. i 
have worked with a photographer with some of my 
pictures. we have met with Materialbiblioteket 
to discuss material options. I find it interesting 
to broaden my field of knowledge and talk to a lot 
of people about things they know better than me 
to gain more insights.

_

What I wanted to learn from this project?
My personal main goal with this project was 
that i would successfully deliver a proposal in 
collaboration with Jessica and at the same time 
learn something new whilst collaborating with 
Electrolux. the proposal is done and it has been 
interesting sitting at Electrolux and see how they 
work and what they do. Just being able to have 
my own workplace there has been a great help 
in this project. it has always been easy to ask 
someone if i had any questions. 

another personal goal for me was to use as 
many tools as possible since this is my last term 
in school.  i wanted to try 3d-printing and cnc 
milling since i hadn’t tried it before and now is my 
last chance.  the presentation model will be built 
with both of these techniques among others.

_

Jaan selg 2/4-2013
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Page 22:
portable ac survey
 
1. in total, how often do you use the portable ac 
in a year?
  
A few days 37,5% 
A few weeks 37,5% 
A few months 25,0% 
All year around  0,0% 

2. when you use the portable ac, how often do 
you move it around?
   
Never  50,0% 
Seldom  50,0% 
Many times per use 0,0% 

3. have you ever been disturbed by the noise 
level of the portable ac?
  
Yes, during daytime  50,0% 
Yes, during night time  75,0% 
No, never   12,5% 

“it is too loud for use during sleeping”

“i haven’t used it during nighttime because of 
the noice level...”

4. have you ever noticed any difference in the air 
quality when using the portable ac?
  
Yes 50,0% 
No 50,0% 
if yes, how?

“it’s cooled the air. that was why we used it.”

“the air is really dry”

5. where do you use the portable ac?
  
At home 100,0% 
At work   0,0% 

6. approximately, how large is the room where 
the portable ac is used in (in square feet)?

200 square feet, its in a bathroom that opens 
into a large open area of the home (approx. 800 
square feet)

in square feet i don’t know but approximately 9 
square meters.

320 ft^2

38m2

376.74 ft^2 however, it was only meant to cool 
half of that size of the room.

20 x 25 ft

less than 300

144

= avg. of 27m2

appendix
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7. where do you store the portable ac when not 
using it?

in a closet

in our storage room in the top of the building. 
so we don’t use it anymore because it was so 
difficult to move it there. (Staires and stuff.. and 
it is heavy!)

basement

in its box in the closet

during the summer it remains in the room where 
it is needed. after that it got stored in the attic.

in the basement or the attic

closet

on the floor of the room

8. what added features would you be willing to 
pay more for?
  
Heater  37,5% 
Air purifier 37,5% 
Humidifier 37,5% 
Remotely controlled via WIFI 37,5% 
Other (please specify) 37,5% 

“daily timer so i can program to turn on and off 
during different days of the week”

“smaller, lighter, easier to move around, more 
quite etc..”

“a less bulky ac system”

9. have you experienced any other problems 
with the portable ac?

“lots of bugs get in thru the window vent and 
into the home, it needs a door that closes when 
the unit is not turned on”

“As written above: Difficult to move around 
because it was so heavy, big and ugly to have in 
our home, irritating sound level, that is why we 
stopped using it...”

“comparing the energy it consumed to the 
effect it had on the heat, it was totally not worth 
it.”

“the large size is the largest problem. one other 
thing is that it can only be pointed in 1 direction 
(aside from the small movements which can be 
made by the outlet “windows”)”
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